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Extended Abstract 

Finite capacity constraints on groups or clusters of service stations are most common 
in queueing network applications, for example in 

• telecommunications due to common trunk groups or switch devices 

• computer networking due to store and forward buffers for parallel processors 

• flexible manufacturing due to storage buffers between groups of workstations. 

This paper aims to provide a unifying framework and simple basic insights from which 
one can conclude whether or not a queueing network with finite or limited station 
clusters can exhibit a product form for the steady state population distribution. 

First, an extended overview and discussion of known results, most notably for queue
ing networks with finite individual stations will be given. This can be regarded as a 
comprehensive survey of product form results for queueing networks with blocking. 

Next, the principle of station balance is shown to be a necessary and sufficiënt condition 
for product form results in queueing networks with state dependent routing. Roughly, 
this principle reads as: 

the rate (or flow) out of any station = 
the rate (or flow) into that same station 

Particularly, this key-principle has the appealing practical properties that: 

(i) It can be characterized in terms of local solutions of local state depen
dent routing or traffic equations. These solutions can usually be obtained 
explicitly. 

(ii) It leads to simple physical insights from which at an intuitive or down-to-
earth level one can quickly conclude whether or not a network can have a 
product form. 

Though notions of partial balances are known to be related to product form results, 
neither of the statements (i) T d (ii) has been reported, advocated or exploited as a 
practical tooi to conclude proa^ct forms. 

The station balance principle will then be combined with a similar principle at cluster 
level, which one could call cluster balance reading as: 

the rate out of any cluster = 
the rate into that cluster, 

in or o extend product form results for networks with finite stations to networks 
with capacity constraints for clusters of stations. An instructive example (see example 
4.1) illustrates the various implications and how the principles can be used at a non-
mathematical practical level. In this example, both routing within clusters and between 
clusters is non-reversible. 
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To further illustrate the potential and the use of the local routing equations a fair 
number of novel product form examples with restricted clusters wül then be given. 
These include novel features as 

• weak reversible routing (section 5.1) 

• reversible cluster routing with service delays (section 5.2) 

• non-reversible cluster routing with conservative blocking (section 5.3.1) 

• cyclic cluster routing with minimal capacity constraints (section 5.3.2) 

Typical applications are 

(i) two-phase cluster structures, such as of two communicating metropolitan 
area networks, of central processor connected to a set of users, or of material 
handling systems in manufacturing, and 

(ii) cyclic connected clusters such as representing parallel processors, memory 
modules and read/write devices in computer networks, groups of switching 
devices in packet switching Communications or groups of workstations in 
manufacturing systems. 

Extensions to nested or hierarchical blocking structures and randomized routing are 
also possible (see section 5.5) 

Finally, it will be shown that the same product form expressions can be concluded 
for both the "stop or Communications protocol", under which services of total clusters 
are stopped or delayed, and the "recirculate protocol", under which blocked jobs are 
recirculated into clusters. 

K e y w o r d s 

Queueing network, Limited cluster, Product form, Station balance, Reversibil-
ity, Weak reversible routing, Local traffic equations, Reversible cluster routing, 
Non-reversible cluster routing, Stop protocol, Recirculate protocol, Conservative 
blocking, Nested blocking. 
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1 Introduction and Suramary 

Background 

Queueing network modeling has obtained a wide popularity for performance eval-
uation purposes in computer, communication and manufacturing engineering. 
Much of this success can most likely be attributed to 

1. Jacksorïs celebrated product form expression and its various extensions which 
in principle enables a direct computation of relevant performance measures 
such as a throughput, system utilization or response time. 

2. The efficiënt computational techniques developed such as MVA so as to 
efficiently compute these expressions also for very large networks. 

3. The generic structure of queueing networks with jobs moving from one 
service stage to another in a possibly interfering manner, which applies to 
a large variety of applications in multiple disciplines such as most notably: 

• Telecommunications (Teletraffic): End-to-end connections for telephone 
calls or message transmissions are occupied for random transmission 
times (circuit switching). 

• Broad or multicasting: Messages are broadcasted to a set of neigh-
bouring recipients (broadcasting) or multicasted to a specific set of 
destinations (multicasting) during some random amount of time. 

• Computer Networking: Programs or files are sent back and forth be-
tween processors, compilers, storage disks and users (terminals) ac-
cording to fixed or load dependent probabilities with random process
ing times and queueing delays (packet switching). 

• Manufacturing: Parts or pallets are transported for being processed 
upon during random (or possibly fixed) amounts of time at various 
successive workstations. 

This combination of explicit simple closed form expressions on the one hand and 
practical applications on the other hand, however, seems to be rather limited when 
blocking or state dependent routing are taken into account. These phenomena 
are most natural, for example, in 

• Telecommunications: Transmissions from various origins usually share 
common finite trunk groups in (hierarchical) circuit switching. 

• Broadcasting: Neighbouring transmitters may interfere by using the 
same carrier for broadcasting (CSMA) 

• Computer Networking: Finite store and forward buffers are usually 
involved for parallel processors. 
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A detailed review of these and other related references will be presented in section 
3 and specific remarks will be included on the most closely related references as 
we proceed. 

Motivat ion 

In contrast with the condition of finite individual stations, though, in practice one 
often encounters capacity constraints imposed on groups or clusters of stations. 
For example, in: 

• Telecommunications: Messages for multiple destinations, and thus trunk 
groups or stations, may have to be switched along a common restricted 
switching device. 

• Computer Networks: Multiple processors or stations of parallel processors 
may share a common finite resource, such as a compiler or data bank. Store 
and forward buffers of several processors can be pooled together. 

• Manufacturing: Finite storage buffers for groups of workstations are natural 
in push-and-pull manufacturing lines. A material handling system for an 
assembly line with multiple machines may have a finite central controller. 

Literature (Limited clusters) 

For special cases of limited station clusters product form results have been re-
ported (cf. [31], [35], [36], [46], [48]). However, as will be explained in detail in 
section 2, section 5.1 for reference [46] and section 5.4 for reference [48], all these 
results still require some form of reversibility, such as: a two-cluster structure 
([31], [36]), a reversible entry-parallel-departure structure per cluster ([35], [48]), 
or a "local reversibility" condition [46]. 

Objective 

This paper, in the first place aims to further investigate the potential of product 
form results for queueing networks with limited clusters of stations rather than 
individual stations. To this end first the notion of station balance will be studied 
in detail and shown to be a key-property both formally and intuitively to con-
clude product form results for queueing networks with state dependent routing 
or blocking. Though somewhat related formal results are certainly available in 
the literature, the necessary and sufficiënt form as presented herein as well as 
the simple physical insights that it provides and from which product form re
sults can be concluded at a down-to-earth non-mathematical basis have not been 
reported. Next, the station balance notion is particularized to networks with 
limited clusters which leads to an additional notion of balance per cluster. This 
combination of station and cluster balance can also be employed not only at a 
formal mathematical but also ai an intuitive down-to-earth physical basis as will 
be illustrated by an instructive example (section 4.3). In particular, when limited 
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clusters rather than stationsare involved, the range of product form results will 
so appear to be substantially larger than generaly percieved. 

Summary of Results 

The results can be summarized by 

• A necessary and sufficiënt condition for a product form result to hold. This 
condition is given in terms of local solutions of state dependent traffic equa-
tions which can usually be obtained explicitly. 

• Simple physical insights to conclude whether or not a queueing network 
with finite capacity constraints can have a product form. 

• Various novel classes of product form examples when limited clusters are 
involved. More precisely, these include the cases of a 

— Weak-reversible cluster routing as an extension of the standard restric-
tive reversible routing or the recently reported 'local reversible' routing 
([46]), while allowing servicing within a cluster to continue. Examples 
include transmitters connected by a carrier or bus in communication 
systems, clusters of parallel processors with single entry and depar-
ture nodes in computer networks or decentralised controlled clusters 
of workstations within an assembly line. 

— A reversible routing from one cluster to another, with general non-
reversible routing within a cluster and under special stopping (or de-
lay) protocols. Here one may typically think of two interconnected 
metropolitan area Communications networks or two linked groups of 
not necessarily parallel processors in computer networks, or two con
nected local assembly lines in manufacturing. 

— Non-reversible routing both between and within clusters, but, with the 
stopping (or delay) protocols working at both cluster and station level. 
The above applications now extend to multiple and arbitrarily con
nected clusters, however, to the price of more conservative or secure 
blocking protocols such as to avoid more than one cluster to become 
saturated at the same time. 

Further, a global survey and discussion of reported results will be provided so 
as to provide somewhat more perspective and insight in this practically relevant 
topic. Since this survey only concentrates on queueing networks with blocking, 
excellent references on extended product form results such as [17], [22], [44], [45], 
and [59], are not discussed in detail as they do not concern blocking. 

Out l ine 

First, in section 2 this global survey and a basic physical insight will be pro
vided of reported product form results for queueing networks with blocking. The 
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key-principle of station balance, its characterization by local solutions of traffic 
equations and its physical insight is outlined and illustrated in section 3. Sec-
tion 4 further explores the consequences of this principle for queueing networks 
with limited clusters. In particular, an instructive example to illustrate the vari-
ous consequences and conclusions by simple physical insights is studied in detail. 
Section 5 brings the conditions down to several classes of applications, covering 
the above mentioned different cluster routings. 

In section 6 it is shown that the product form results remain the same under 
both the "stop" and the "recirculate" protocol. This equivalence seems to reveal 
a 'novel' implicit feature of product form results and directly leads to further 
product form extensions for queueing networks with limited clusters. 

To highlight the essential features, throughout the presentation will be restricted 
to closed exponential systems with one job-class. Section 7 will briefly discuss 
the possible extensions to open, non-exponential and multi-class networks. An 
evaluation completes the paper. 

2 Background and Literature 

As of today product form results are widely used for performance evaluation of 
Jacksonian queueing networks without blocking but also generally perceived not 
to be applicable for more realistic systems that do involve blocking phenomena. 
To give somewhat more insight in the status of this perception or up to what 
extent it is true, this section aims to give a global survey of state-of-the art. 

Though elegant surveying bibliographies on queueing networks and particularly 
queueing networks with blocking have recently been written (cf. [40], [41]), to 
which references the interested reader is referred, the overview below will be more 
descriptive and specific merely concentrating on product form results. 

Clearly an overview «n this topic cannot be exhaustive and more than certainly 
specific applications most notably with a two-stage reversible structure must be 
available in the literature, such as in more practically oriented journals. The list-
ing below, however, aims to provide a global overview of the essential structures 
and the associated references having revealed these explicitly, which do permit a 
product form result while taking into account blocking phenomena. 

2.1 Finite Stations 

In this subsection we consider the case in which only single stations have finite 
capacity constraints. 
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Two-phase Models 

([7], [9], [10], [12], [13], [14], [20], [21], [25], [30], [32], [38], [49], [50], [51]) 

As most classical but also generic example, Engset's famous finite source loss 
system can already be seen as a first illustration of a two station queueing network 
with a finite capacity constraint at one station. 

O 
This example, for which a product form result has been reported under various 
extensions, most notably see [21], [30] and [55], clearly reveals the essence of par-
tial or station balance for product forms as well as the importance of a reversible 
routing. As these notions play a key-role throughout this paper let us study this 
simple but characteristic example in some more detail. 

An instructive example 

4 

N2 N2 

Let both stations have infinite server capacities, that is each job present is in 
service, with exponential services with parameters fii and /x2 at station 1 and 2 
respectively. Station 2 however has a finite storage constraint for no more than 
N2 jobs where N2 < M, the total number of jobs in the system. The global 
balance equations or "total rate out" = "total rate in" equations for the steady 
state distribution 7r(ni,n2) of the number of jobs ni and n2 at stations 1 and 2 
are then expressed by 

{ 7r(n1,n2)/i2l{n2>o} + *(ni,n2)nil{ni>0yl{n2<N2y = 

T ( « 1 + 1,«2 - l)A*ll{n2>0} + ^(«1 - hn2 + l)^2l{n1>0}l{n2<7V2} 

where 1{A} = 0 if event A is satisfied and 0 otherwise. In particular, we note 
here that l{n2<7V2} appears in the outrate due to blocking of the first station 
when n2 = iV2, while also in the inrate to take into account that states are not 
admissible with iV2 + 1 jobs at station 2. When n2 = N2 the first terms of the 
rate out and rate in side thus have to be equal. That is, 

the rate out of state (ni,n2) due to a departure at station 1 = 
the rate into state {tii,n2) due to an arrival at station 1, 

which thus has an interpretation of balance for station 1 separately. The second 
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terms of the rate out and rate in have similar interpretations for station 2 when 
n2 < N2, while when n2 = N2 both are equal to 0. These detailed or partial 
balances per station 1 and 2 separately (that is, station balance equations) directly 
lead to the solution, with c a normalizing constant: 

1 / l \ n i 1 flV2 

(2.2) 7r(n1,n2) = c—- — —r — (n2 < JV2,m + n2 = M) 
«i! \fiij n2! \fi2J 

Generalizations of this product form result with non-exponential and job (or 
source) dependent characteristics have been established in [22], [30] and and [55]. 
When multiple classes of jobs are involved while the blocking depends on the 
numbers of the various classes in a special manner, an extended product form 
can also be obtained. See [25], [32] under the condition of so-called "coordinate 
corvex blocking". Further, product form extensions for two-stage structures with 
multiple jobs changing at the same time are also possible (cf [10]). 

A Special Application: Circuit switching communication networks 

In particular, Communications networks can frequently be seen as a two-
stage queueing network. More precisely, a circuit switch structure for end-
to-end Communications can be seen as one service stage (Station 2) for the 
time of a transmission, while the finite (Engset-type) or infinite (Poisso-
nian)source input, can be seen as a first stage (Station 1). Product form 
results are therefore obtainable as shown in [7], [14], [20]. 

Reversible Routing 

(cf. [1], [2], [4], [5], [18], [19], [27], [33], [42], [47], [55], [57], [58], [59]) 

The two-station model can be extended to Jackson networks with finite stations 
provided the routing probabilities p,j satisfy the reversibility conditions 

(2.3) XiPij = XjPij 

for some set of {Xj} and all t , j . (Note that two-station models are included 
by Ai = A2 = pi2 = P21 = 1)- Under this routing condition Jackson's celebrated 
product form result was shown to remain valid also with finite capacity constraints 
Ni at stations t. More precisely, with /,(n;) the service rate factor at station i 
when n,- jobs are present, the steady state distribution has the form 

- ï 

(2.4) ?r(ni,...,njv) = c J J n *(*) 
U f c = l 

[Xi/Hi]'^ (ni<Ni;i = l,...,N). 
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This result was first made explicit, along with a detailed investigation of reversible 
Maxkov chains and its consequences, in the famous book of Kelly [33]. The result 
has been reported also in various later references (e.g. [1], [2], [4], [5], [18], 
[19], [27]) Particularly, as per [33] and [42], any further state space limitation 
by truncation of the reversible model will remain reversible and retain a product 
form of the type (2.4). 

(Special Applications) Two noteworthy practical applications within this 
category are the reversible structure of finite material handling systems in 
manufacturing (cf [15], [60], [6.1], [62]) and circuit switch multi-traffic models 
with finite trunk groups and alternate routing under the assumption of "call 
packing" (cf [7]). 

Materia Material handling svstem IMHSI 

-4 

I I ••* /// Al'wn8** routing 

Non-reversible Routing 

(cf [27], [28], [47], [52]) 

To the best of the author's knowledge a first investigation of product form results 
for queueing networks with blocking and non-reversible routing was performed in 
[27] by studying a cyclic three station model. As this model gives some essen-
tial insight also for extensions to limited clusters, it will be discussed in detail 
in example 3.9. A more general and abstract characterization of product form 
results for queueing networks with blocking and non-reversible routing was given 
in [28]. The results in section 3 are somewhat related to this reference, but, 
as will be discussed in more detail in remark 3.2, only concrete examples with 
limited stations rather than clusters were concluded and the restricted condi-
tion of job-local-balance was imposed which excludes for example stations with 
FCFS-servicing. 

A special non-reversible example with blocking and allowing FCFS-disciplines 
can be found in [54]. In [46] an elegant framework is presented in which nodes 
(stations) are partitioned in groups which allow non-reversible structures under 
a partial balance condition, as will be dealt with under the name of "weak re
versible" in section 5.1, so as to conclude product forms allowing blocking of 
various types. For the case of finite solutions or clusters, however, a more de
tailed condition of "local reversibility" is to be added, as will be outlined in more 
detail in remark 5.1.1. 
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2.2 Communications Blocking 

(cf [9], [12], [13], [38], [49], [56]) 

Somewhat similar to the reversible circuit switch application already mentioned 
above, product form results could also be concluded for communication or inter-
connection networks such as involving CSMA, BTMA or Rude-CSMA random 
access protocols. Essentially, see [49], such structures come down to a two-station 
and thus reversible network but with each job representing a possible different 
source. The Kolmogorov-criterion or reversibihty condition (cf. [33]) is thus to 
be verified for the blocking protocol under consideration in order to conclude a 
product form result. 

In [12] and [13] this has led to a necessary and sufficiënt nonrandomized blocking 
condition for product form multihop packet radio networks, such as satisfied by 
the CSMA and BTMA protocol (also see [9]), in [38] to a rather unconventional 
product form result for the so called Rude-CSMA protocol, and in [49], [56] to 
an invariance condition for general random access protocols to exhibit a product 
form. 

2.3 Limited Clusters 

(cf. [11], [31], [35], [36], [46], [48]) 

In fact, the first product form result for a queueing network with a finite capacity 
constraint on a group of stations, is already contained in Jackson's classical paper 
[31]. Herein, he shows his celebrated product form to remain valid when the total 
number of jobs must remain between certain levels and, to this end, when using 
a so-called lost-triggering protocol. This essential but not frequently refereiiced 
side result of Jackson's paper was extended by Lam [36] to multiclass queueing 
networks with class interdependent blocking for accessing or leaving the network. 

|""'jackson ^"^ 

l ^ network C 

|""'jackson ^"^ 

l ^ network C 
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To provide some insight reconsider the two-station example of section 2.1 in which 
the second station is replaced by a total Jackson network with capacity constraint 
N2 on the total number of jobs n in this network. The indicator with n2 replaced 
by n would then work in a similar manner as explained, that is, be either 1 in 
both sides or 0 in both sides due to blocking and non-admissible situations. 

A different type result was derived in [48]. Herein clusters of parallel processors 
were studied with a single entry and a single departure node per cluster. Allowing 
capacity constraints on a group of parallel processors within a cluster, a product 
form was shown to hold. A multiclass extension of the results was given in [35]. 
In section 5.4 this type of product form blocking structures will be discussed in 
detail as a special application. 

In [46] the product form result for the case of finite stations under the "local 
reversibility" condition was also shown to be extend ble to limited clusters of 
stations. This "local reversibility" result will be covered and relaxed in section 
5.1 (See remark 5.1.1). Finally, as in the two-stage case, also here extensions 
to multiple jobs changing at the same time such as due to batch departures or 
arrivals are possible (cf. [11]). 

3 Station Balance and Product Forms 

In this section we provide a general basic framework so as to conclude product 
form results for queueing networks with state dependent routing. This framework 
is essentially related to [28] but the presentation is more concrete and relaxed to 
the notion of station rather than the more restricted notion of job-local-balance. 
(Also see remark 3.2). As such this framework has not yet been reported. It 
essentially reduces the question of product forms to state dependent local routing 
or trafnc equations and an investigation of their solutions. 

In particular, it will lead to a practical tooi of simple insights at physical basis 
from which one can conclude whether or not a product form applies and, if so, 
of what basic form. In the next sections this framework will be used to extend 
known product form results for queueing networks with finite stations to a wider 
class of queueing networks with limited clusters of stations. 

3.1 Model 

Consider a closed queueing networks with N stations and M jobs. A job at 
station i requires an exponential service with parameter /i,-, i — 1 , . . . , N. 

Let the vector n = (n!,n2 , . . . ,n7v) denote the number of jobs n; at station 
t, i = 1 , . . . , N, thus with n.j + . . . + n^ = M and let e, be the i-th unit vector 
in %N. For convenience, we also use the notation n = fh + ej, thus with the 
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components of m summing to M — 1. 

Routing When the system is in state n and a job at station % completes lts service 
it wili route to station j , with the state dependent probability 

In particular j — i is hereby included most notably so as to model blocking. 

Servicing When the system is in state n the service rate at station i is given by 

where F and G are nonnegative functions which are zero only when their argu
ment is the zero vector 0 = (0 ,0 , . . . , 0) or a vector with a negative component. 

Remark 2.1 (Service form) The above service form has been used also in [11] 
and [47], while in contrast in earlier references, most notably [33], [55] and [56], 
the much more restrictive form with F = G was considered. An extensive elegant 
illustration of employing the flexibility of choosing different functions F and G is 
given in [47]. 

3.2 Station Balance 

Assume that there exists a unique stationary distribution *•(•) at some set S of 
admissible states. This distribution is then uniquely determined, up to normal-
ization, by the 

Global balance equations: 

(3.1) 7r(n) X) £ K(ü)Pji(n) = £ £ ^.(n)Po(«) 
i «' «' i 

These in turn are satisfied by the more detailed 

Station balance equations: 

7r(m + e,-) £ Hj(fh + ej)pji{m + erf 
i 

£ ï r ( m + e,)/x,(m + ei)py(.m + e,) 

15 
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where for fixed n we substitute n = fh+ej for all j . The following theorem shows 
that (3.2) has a general solution structure when reduced to purely the set of state 
dependent routing equations. 

Theorem 2.1 Suppose that there exists a function H such that 

(3.3) H(m + ej)Y,Pji(m + e,) = £ py(m + ^j)H{fh + e,) 

for all m and j with m -f e,cS, then with c a normalizing constant 

(3.4) 7r(n) = cH(n)G{n) Jl (~) 
t=i V/*»/ 

Proof By substituting the service form and (3.4), equation (3.2) directly reduces 
to (3.3) 

Remark 3.1 (Literature) The above decomposition result in a service and 
routing part has been detected and mentioned explicitly by several authors (cf. 
[26], [28], [46], [59]). In fact, one might already argue that also Jackson's classical 
product form reveals this phenomenon. In particular, it shows that the notion 
of station balance seems to be responsible for "product form type" results in the 
more traditional perception of factorizing to individual stations in terms (l//*,)n*. 

Essentially, however, theorem 3.1 has only replaced the difficulty of finding a 
solution for (3.2) in finding a solution for a similar set of equations (3.4) which 
excludes the service part. The main feature of state dependent routing and most 
notably blocking is herein still involved. 

To investigate when and when not a solution of (3.4) and thus (3.2) can exist, what 
form it can have and how it can be computed, below we will first investigate (3.4) 
at a local level and define an auxiliary artificial Markov chain, called p-model. 

p-model 

Consider (3.4) for a fixed m. Without restriction of generality (also see remark 
3.7 below) assume that the local equation (3.3) for this fixed m has a unique 
probability solution {yj(m)}. Hence, for all j 

(3.5) V}(™) ]C Pj'(™ + ci) = S W (m)py(m + e,) 
s « 

Now let S(fh) = {fh+ej\m+ejeS} and define a Markov chain at S with transition 
probabilities p(fh + tj —• m + e_,) for m + e^fh + ejtS(rh) given by 

(3.6) 
p(rh + ej ->rh + e,) _ y.-(rö) 
p(fh + e,- - • fh + ej) yj(fh) 

while transition probabilities p(- —» •) of any other form are assumed to be 0. 
Here it is noted that these transition probabilities are unique up to a constant 
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factor at S(m) for any fixed m. Further, note that by varying m the state space 
of this Markov chain coincides with that of the original queueing network: S. 

Consider this (or in fact a) p-model and denote its stationary distribution by H(-). 
The next theorem will then relate the station balance (3.2) or traffic equations 
(3.4) with a property of the p-model. To this end, we recall (cf [33]) that a Markov 
chain with transition probabilities gtJ- from a state i to j is calied reversible if its 
stationary distribution TT,- satisfies for all i,j. 

Theorem 3.2 The traffic equations (3.4) have a solution H(-) if and only if the 
p-model is reversible. That is, for all fh + ei,m-\- tjtS'. 

(3.7) 
H(m + e,) _ y,(m) 
H (fh + e,) yj{fh) 

or equivalently, for arbitrary reference state no, any neS and c = H(n0): 

(3.8) yjk(mk) 

for all possible trajectories: 

mi + ji = m2 + i2 —* m2+J2 = ••- = 
™>k + jk = fük+i + ü+i -* ™>k+i + jk+i = ... = fh2+jz — n 

no = fh\ + ti 
= mjfc + ik 

(3.9) 

for which all denominators in (3.8) are positive and where z is arbitrary. 

Proof Relation (3.7) directly follows from the definition of reversibihty while the 
relation (3.8) is a direct consequence of the Kolmogorov-criterion for reversibihty 
(e.g. [33] p21) and the definition (3.6). 

Assume that the p-model is reversible and thus that (3.7) holds for any pair 
rh + ei,fh + ejeS(fh). By dividing the left and right hand side from (3.3) by 
H(fh + e,), substituting (3.7) and applying (3.5), we then conclude that H(-) 
satisfies (3.4). 

Conversely, let H(•) be a function satisfying (3.3). Then by choosing {yj(fh)} as 
according to (3.7) we obtain a solution for (3.5) so that by (3.6): 

p(fh + ej -> m + ej) _ yt(m) _ H(fh + e,) 
(3.10) 

p(m + et- -» m + e_,) S/j(m) H(m + e,) 

This proves that the p-model is reversible with steady state distribution H(-). 

The practical advantage of the above characterization of station balance is that 
it shows when and of which form product form results can be concluded and 
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how these can be computed based upon merely the local solutions of the local 
traffic equations (3.5). These local solutions are usually much easier to obtain. 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are thus summarized by: 

Conclusion 3.3 To conclude the stationary distribution (3.4) we need to: 

1. Determine local solutions {yj(in)} of equations (3.5). 

2. Find a function H(-) that satisfies (3.7) or (3.8). 

3.3 Discussion of Results 

Remark 3.2 (Literature: [28]) The characterization of product form results 
by reversibility of an artificially defined associated Markov chain has been in-
troduced in [28]. This reference investigated the more restrictive notion of job-
local-balance, requiring balance per individual job, so as to obtain insensitivity 
results (cf. [29]). As a consequence, a much more abstract framework and more 
detailed notation was needed. More importantly, for the present application the 
job-local-balance notion is too restrictive. For example, a result such as (3.4) 
could not be concluded for queueing networks with FCFS-stations. The above 
theorem 3.2 therefore has brought the results from [28] down to a wider and sim-
pler form. This form has not yet been reported or recognized in the literature. In 
particular, as per the next section, it is more appropriate to further investigate 
the possibilities for finite clusters rather than individual stations. 

Remark 3.4 (Non-reversible routing). It is emphasized that theorem 3.2 
allows the original queueing network model to be non-reversible. Particularly, 
as will be illustrated in the next section, the p-reversibility condition and thus 
expression (3.4) can hold while both within and between clusters the routing is 
non-reversible. 

Remark 3.6 (Checking (3.7) or (3.8)). As will be illustrated in section 5, the 
local solutions yj(fh) can usually be obtained explicitly. These local solutions, 
in turn, often directly suggest a required form of H(-) in order to satisfy (3.7). 
As a consequence, rather than checking (3.8) for all possible trajectories, instead 
we can simply check whether expression (3.1) with this suggested form of H(-) 
indeed satisfies (3.3). All the examples in the next section have so been verified 
directly. 

Particularly, when only strict blocking such as due to finite capacities is involved, 
the validity of (3.5) may be concludable directly on a purely down-to-earth phys-
ical basis with H(-) of standard form. This will be explained more detailed in 
remark 3.8 below. 

Remark 3.7 (Irreducibility of local chains). The assumption of a unique 
solution, up to normalization, of the local traffic equations (3.5) for any fixed 
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m is equivalent to requiring that the local Markov chain at S(rh) is irreducible. 
However, from (3.6), (3.7) and the proof of theorem 3.2 it is readily concluded 
that only ratios of the local solutions j/_,(m) need to be unique for states m + e< 
and m -f Cj that communicate at S(fh). The results, therefore, remain valid if 
this local irreducibility assumption is relaxed to local chains which decompose in 
irreducible (or ergodic) sets. In other words that is, the local chain at S(m) for 
the original model may not contain transient states. Such a relaxation can be 
useful for modeling blocked situations (cf [28]). 

R e m a r k 3.8 (Simple physical insight) The station balance principle, that is 
(3.2) or (3.3) verbally reads: 

(3.11) 
The rate out of state due to a departure at any particular station j 

The rate into t h a t state due to an arrival at t h a t particular station j 

When strict blocking is involved, such as due to finite capacities, it is often easily 
seen, as will be illustrated below, whether or not this station balance principle 
can apply or will be violated as it requires in any state, and thus particularly in 
states with saturations, and for any station j : 

(3.12) Rate out of,;' = 0 <=> Rate into , 7 = 0 

where in addition one has to take into account 

(3.13) S: the set of admissible states 

Roughly, as a genera! solution, suppose that pij(n) = ptJ- as long as blocking does 
not occur, while upon blocking the job has to remain at station i, and that (3.12) 
is never violated, then 

(3.14) 

N 

3.4 An Instructive Example: 

Example 3.9 

Consider a network with 3 single server stations (N — 3). Upon completion at 
station i a job attempts to route to station i + 1, where i + 1 = 1 for i = 3. 
(i.e. we assume cyclic routing). When it is blocked, it has to repeat a service at 
station i. 
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1. Suppose that station 2 has a finite capacity constraint for no more than 
N2 jobs and consider a state (ni ,n2 ,n3) with nx > 0 and n2 = N2. For 
example, with N2 = 10 and M = 15 consider the state (3, 10, 2). Then 

Rate out of state (3,10,2) due to a departure at 1 (i.e. into 
(2,11,2)) = 0 

Rate into this state (3,10,2) due to a arrival at 1 (i.e. from 
(1,10,4)) > 0 

As a consequence, (3.12) and thus also (3.3) and (3.2) necessarily fail for 
j = 1, so that an expression of the form (3.4), recalling the 'if and only if' 
in theorem 3.2, cannot hold, not for any form of H. (Indeed this is easily 
checked either by symbolic computation or by numerical computation and 
taking ratios in different states). 

2. Reconsider the example of 1 but now assume that when station 2 is satu-
rated, (n2 = N2), not only the servicing at station 1 but also at station 3 is 
to be stopped. Then, again with N2 — 10 and M = 15, we now have: 

Rate out of state (3,10,2) due to a departure at 1 (i.e. into 
(1,11,3)) = 0 

Rate into state (3,10,2) due to a arrival at 1 (i.e. from 
(1,10,4)) = 0 
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as the state (3,11,1) is not admissible. Indeed, station balance thus seems 
to b^ repaired and by substitution one directly verifies (3.3) with H(-) = 1, 
or equivalently, (3.2) with 

3 

(3.15) 7r(n) = c n ( l M ) n ' («2 < N2,m +n2 + n3 = M) 

R e m a r k 3.10 (Station balance repaired?) 

At second glance one may think that the modification under 2 which intuitively 
seems to repair station balance at station 1, simply replaces the problem to station 
3. Here however again one has to take into account the set of admissible states. 
As a state with n2 = iV2 + 1 jobs is not admissible, not only the outrate but also 
the in ate at station 3 will then be 0. This is illustrated by the station balance 
relations below. 

( 0 , U M ) ( 2 , 9 , 3 ) ( 1 , 1 1 , 2 ) I n 

( 1 , 1 0 , 3 ) 

(0,U,3) (1,9,4) (2,10,2) Out 

Station 1 Station 2 Station 3 

—•- positive transition rate 
•1 > 0 transition rate of original model 

II • 0 transition rate extra in modified model. 

This appears to hold true more generally. That is by repairing 0 inconsistencies 
for station balance at one station, the station balance at other stations will not be 
affected due to the implicit structure of non-admissible states caused by blocking. 

Remark 3.11 (Application) 

The above example directly extends to cyclic multi-station assembly lines of any 
length where each station i has a capacity constraint Ni. This has possible 
applications to manufacturing either as a direct realistic blocking protocol so 
as to avoid congestions at more than one station at a time (cf [15]) or as a mean 
to obtain simple approximate expressions from which simple bounds such as for 
a throughput of an original assembly line of interest (like under ) are concluded. 
(cf [51], [57]) 
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3.5 Special case: Reversïble routing 

One general class of queueing networks with finite stations which is well-known to 
exhibit the product form (3.4) is the class of reversible networks. More precisely, 
assume that station i has a capacity constraint for no more than TV,- jobs and that 
a job has to repeat a service at station ï when upon service completion it wants 
to route to a saturated station j . The routing probabiHties are p,j. Assuming 
that there exists values {A,} such that for all i,j: 

(3.16) ^iPij — AjPjt, 

equation (3.5) is directly verified with yj(fh) = yj when m + e,- is admissible 
and 0 otherwise, and thus also (3.3) with H(n) as according to (3.12) for all 
neS = {n|n,- < N{,i — 1 , . . . ,N} and 0 otherwise, in the detailed manner: 

(3.17) H(m + ej)pji = H(m + e,)p,j. 

The form (3.4) thus applies with H given by (3.12). For service rates of the form 
/i,(n.) this was found in [27], [33], [42]. For service rates with F = G by [59] (Also 
see [58]), while for the general F ^ G it has first been reported, to the best of 
my knowledge, by [46]. 

Note that the routing of example 3.9 is not reversible (i.e. fails (3.16)). 
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4 Limited Clusters 

Unfortunately, despite example 3.9, remark 3.11 and the special reversible case 
of section 3.5, the class of queueing networks with finite individual stations that 
satisfy station balance and thus exhibit a product form is quite restricted for 
practical purposes. 

However, by relaxing finite capacity constraints to clusters of stations, the range 
of possible structures that preserve station balance seems to become much wider. 
As such constraints are most realistic in practice, such as in manufacturing (e.g. 
one central buffer for a group of workstations), computer networks (e.g. store and 
forward buffers for a number of parallel processors) and Communications systerns 
(e.g. a common finite trunkgroup for a multi-source circuit switch fabric), this 
phenomenon will be investigated in more detail below. 

4.1 Model 

As we need to make the dependence on cluster configurations explicit, some 
further notation is given. Let the stations 1,...,JV be partitioned in clusters 
Ci» • • • 5 CK and let t = (< l 5 . . . ,tj<) denote the total number of jobs n* in cluster 
k, k = 1 , . . . , K, thus with t\ + . . . + tic = M. Further as confusion cannot arise, 
we also let e,- be the tth unit vector in H, and for convenience we use the notation 
t = s + e,-, thus with the components of s summing to M — 1. Throughout, 
let Cp be the cluster that contains station i and C, that contains station j . 
Now assume that 

{ Pij(n) =pijBpq(t) (j^i) 

pu(n) = l - E , # , P . i ( n ) 

where Bpq(t)e[0,1] for any p,q and t. In words that is, a job first requests to 
route from station i to station j with probability p t J . However, depending on the 
cluster configuration t and the clusters involved that contain i and j , this request 
will be accepted with probability -BOT(ï) and blocked otherwise. When blocked, 
the job has to repeat a service at station i. 
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4.2 Cluster Balance 

With n = rh + ej and t = s + e,-, the traffic equation (3.3) now reduces to: 

(4.2) H(m + ej)J^pjiBgP(t) = £ # ( m + ei)pijBpq{s + e,-) 

or more detailed 

(4.3) 

# ( m + Cj) £ £ W.-Bw(t) + ff (rö + e,-) £ fc-.-ff„{t) 

E E ^ + ei)PijBPq(s + ei) + Y;H(fh + ei)PiiBqq{ï) 
p^q itCp UCq 

This expiicit dependence on the cluster configuration and the decomposition of 
transitions within the same cluster and to another cluster as per (4.3) will play 
a crucial role so as to conclude solutions t/j(m) of a simple form and thus to 
determine a function H(•) satisfying (3.3). 

In particular, by requiring (4.3) for a fixed n while varying jeCg and assuming 
that Bqq(t) = 0 when blocking arises, so that the last term in both the left and 
right hand side cancel, (4.3) would require in any state and for any cluster q: 

Cluster balance 

The total rate out of a state due to a departure at that cluster q 
The total rate into that state due to an arrival at that cluster q 

and most notably 

(4.4) Rate out of cluster q = 0 -<=̂ - Rate into cluster q — 0 

In f act, in order to have cluster balance satisfied we can simply adopt the char-
acterization for station balance as per section 3 by regarding a cluster as one 

"aggregated station" 

To illustrate this simple physical insight of cluster balance in combination with 
station balance when cluster blocking is involved, let us extend example 3.9 to 
clusters. 
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4.3 An Illustrative Example: Example 4.1 

Consider a network with 9 single server stations and a cyclic routing from station 
i to station i + 1, where i + 1 = 1 for i = 9. The stations are partitioned in 
3 clusters of stations Cx = {1,2,3},C2 = {4,5,6} and C3 = {7,8,9}. Only 
finite capacities will be mentioned in the various cases below. The + or — in the 
headings indicate that the product form (3.4) will apply or not. 

1—QHIHa- -ÜHlHih-1 

1. (Finite station; no delay; —) If a single station has a finite capacity con-
straint, say JV4 for station 4, while only the last preceding station, station 
3, is stopped when this station is saturated, one directly argues similar to 
example 3.9.1 that station balance and thus (3.4) cannot hold. 

» 

2. (Finite station; stop all other stations; + ) As under 1 but when n4 = iV4 

servicing at all other stations, in particular also stations 5 and 6 is to be 
stopped. Then, as under example 3.9.2 one directly argues that station 
balance and thus (3.4) applies. 



3. (Finite station; only stop all stations at other clusters; —) As under 2 ex-
cept that stations 5 and 6, as they pertain to the same cluster as 4, con
tinue to service also if n4 = N4. However, assume N4 = 10, then in a state 

of the form (m, n2, n3 ,10,2, . . .) station balance fails at station 5 (positive 
outrate) as the state (ni,n2,n3,11,1,...) is non admissible (0 inrate) (3.4) 
thus fails again if we wish to allow other stations within the same cluster 
to continue 

(Finite cluster; stop only one cluster; —) Now only assume a finite capacity 
constraint T2 on the total number of jobs t2 = n4 + n5 + n6 at cluster 2. 
Then by stopping only station 3 at cluster 1 when t2 — T2, one would violate 
station balance at station 3 as jobs can still enter this station. To guarantee 
station balance we thus also have to stop station 2 as well as station 1, and 
thus cluster 1 throughout. But then cluster balance (4.4) would still be 
violated at cluster 1 similarly as in the station balance violation in example 
3.9.1, as it would still allow jobs to enter cluster 1, while jobs cannot leave 
cluster 1. 

(Finite cluster; stop other cluster departures only; —) As under 4 but alter-
natively, when 12 = T2, we block departures from clusters 1 and 3, so that 
similarly to example 3.9.2 the cluster balance (4.4) is satisfied. However, if 
we allow station 2 to continue also if t2 = T2, station balance would still be 
violated at station 3. 
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6. (Finite cluster; stop all other clusters; -f-) As under 4 and 5. That is, we 
combine both ideas of stopping all stations in a cluster if the departure 
station is blocked so as to meet (3.12) and of stopping cluster 3 departures 
if cluster 1 departures are blocked so as to meet (4.4). In other words, when 
t2 = T2 stop all stations at both clusters 1 and 2. Most notably, however, 
in contrast with example 3, all stations at cluster 2 can always continue to 
work. Intuitively, the station balance equations now seem to be satisfied. 

More precisely, let 

(4.5) 

H{n) = l{ficS} 

S = {n\t2 < T2} 

and note that by virtue of the proposed protocol; 

BqP{ï) = Bqq{ï) = 1 ( g = = 2 ; p = 3) 

Bqp{ï) = Bgg(t) = l{t2<T2} (q = 1,3) ( p = 1,3) 
(4.6) 

Hence 

For jeC2 both the left and right hand side of (3.3) are equal to 1 
For j/LC2 both the left and right hand side of (3.3) are equal to l{t2<x2}. 

Expression (3.4) thus applies with H(-) = 1 and G(-) = 1 (single servers) 
while upon blocking of cluster 2 the stations within cluster 2 continue to 
work. Such a result has not been reported in the literature. 
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(Finite cluster; recirculate only departures at other clusters; + ) As under 5, 
in order to satisfy (4.4) and as per the philosophy of example 3.9.2 if we 
regard a cluster as an aggregate station, we need to prohibit departures at 
both clusters 1 and 3 if cluster 2 is saturted. In contrast with 6 however, 
this can also be achieved by recirculating a departing job to the entry sta
tion of that cluster, that is from station 3 back to station 1 at cluster 1 and 
from station 9 back to station 7 at cluster 3, when t2 = T2. The servicing 
at all stations 1 , . . . , 9 in this case always continues. 

Intuitive arguments 

As already argued, the cluster balance (4.4) now seems to be guaranteed. 
But in contrast the station balance (3.12) within a cluster, say cluster 1, 
at first glance has now become less obvious. However, by letting jobs that 
are blocked to leave a cluster recirculate as newly arriving jobs at that clus
ter, we more or less make that cluster independent of the rest of the total 
system as if it were an isolated cluster itself. Assuming that this cluster 
itself in isolation would satisfy station balance it thus seems preserved un
der recirculation . In section 6 we provide general formal support for this 
statement. Below we merely wish to illustrate it for the present example. 
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(4.7) 

Exact verification 

In fact, under this protocol, (4.1) is replaced by 

P3i(n) = P97(m) = l{t2=r2} 

p,(f+i)(n) = 1 otherwise 

so that (3.3) reduces to: 

H(fh + ej) =H(fh + em) 0 ' ^ 1,7) 

(4.8) Hifh + ej) =H(fh + ej+1) (t2<T2) (; = 1,7) 

H(m + ej) = H(fh + ej+2) (t2 = T2) (j = l,7) 

These equations are trivially satisfied by substituting H(n) = 1 for all 
ntS = {n\t2 < T2} and 0 otherwise. (One may note though that a positive 
outrate of station 7 is now balanced by a positive inrate from station 6 
as long as t2 < T2 but by a positive inrate from station 9 if t2 = T2 as a 
state with t2 = T2 + 1 is non-admissible). As before, expression (3.4) thus 
applies with H(-) = 1, in this case with stations also within clusters 1 and 
3 always continuing to work. Again, such a result has not been reported in 
the literature. 
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4.4 Discussion and Summary 

Rf mark 4.1 (Equivalence) The equivalence of the steady state distribution 
under the "stop protocol" as under 6 and the "recirculate protocol" as under 7 
is of interest in itself and seems to be intrinsieally connected to product form 
results. (Note that this equivalence of both protocols is certainly not true in 
general). In section 6 this will be investigated and generalized in more detail. 

Remark 4.2 (Norton's theorem) For product form networks without blocking 
Norton's theorem is known to be applicable by which groups of stations can be 
replaced by one aggregate station. At first glance one might thus suspect this 
theorem to be applicable to extend product form results for networks with finite 
stations to networks with limited clusters. However, this is not generally possible 
as 

(i) a microstate description specifying the population size for each station 
is to be kept. 

(ii) also blocking or service delays within clusters need to be carefully 
taken into account, as illustrated for example by the various cases of 
example 4.1. 

(iii) it is not clear at all a priori what simple service rate of one station is to 
be chosen to represent the aggregate rate of a whole cluster especially 
not when blocking, as the primary focus, is involved. 

(iv) and even if these aggregate service rates were known, the question 
of a product form would then be replaced to that of a network with 
stations having special, sometimes 0, state dependent service rates, 
for which product form results are more or less limited to only a strict 
reversible routing, while most applications in the next section will go 
beyond reversibility. 

In f act, the results herein implicitly show the reverse: When and when not Nor
ton's theorem remains applicable when blocking is involved. For example, it does 
for case 6 but it does not for case 2 of example 4.1. 

Summary 

The above examples have illustrated the relevance of having to be careful about 
the particular protocol in order and how the station/cluster balance relation (4.3) 
can be violated on two levels: 

At station balance level within a cluster 
At cluster balance level between clusters 

By rather simple physical insights as per (3.12) and (4.4), furthermore, a direct 
negative answer or first intuitive positive answer can frequently be obtained after 
which (3.2) is to be checked formally, such as by using theorem 3.2. Product 
form examples with finite clusters, non-reversible routing and continuing service 
within clusters appears possible. 
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5 Applications 

Objective 

This section aims to provide further insight in how, both at a down-to-earth 
physical level as based on the station and cluster balance principles as a first 
step and on a more formal level by studying the station balance equation (3.3) or 
its local version as a second step, further classes of product form networks with 
limited clusters can be recognized. 

The examples that will be given are not exhaustive but will cover various essential 
structures such as: 

• a weak reversible routing (section 5.1) 

• a reversible cluster routing and delay (section 5.2) 

• non-reversible cluster routing with extra stopping conditions (section 5.3) 

with typical practical features like 

• single cluster visiting 

• parallel workstations 

• one input/output station 

• two-stage blocking structures 

• deterministic (cyclic) routing 

Practical Relevance 

Though the examples themselves may not directly model a complete realistic 
application, as these are usually larger with several complicating factors involved 
at the same time, they do represent typical generic components of more complex 
realistic systems. By combining these components more complex examples could 
also have been given. By investigating them separately, however, better insight 
is provided. Moreover, it provides one a reference framework of basic elements 
from which one can work onward, such as to develop simple approximations or 
bounds. For example, the insight of station balance like in example 3.9 has already 
led to simple secure lower and upper throughput bounds for finite production 
lines or systems with breakdowns (cf [50], [51], [57]). The extension of example 
3.9 to example 4.1 with limited clusters rather than finite individual stations, 
for example, will directly lead to similar bounds for production lines with finite 
buffers placed in between groups of workstations, as seems most common in so-
called push and pull manufacturing systems. 
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Litera ture 

With the exception of a subcase of the weakly reversible application 5.1, which 
has just recently and independently of the present paper been partially addressed 
in [46], as well as application 5.3.3 which is included to show that other seemingly 
different results from [35] and [48] are covered, all other examples are essentially 
new and cannot be concluded from existing literature as will be indicated in more 
detail as we proceed. Particularly, much at tention is paid to different levels of 
non-reversible structures that can be involved, both within and between clusters. 

Blocking Protocol 

As the "stop" protocol, also referred to as the "communications" protocol, as in 
example 4.1.6 under which blocking leads to interruption of services or transmis-
sions, is more.realistic than the recirculate protocol, as in example 4.1.7, in this 
section we will first restrict our presentation to the "stop" protocol. Referring to 

section 6, though, it is mentioned in advance that for each of these examples the 
product from result is retained also under a recirculate protocol. Throughout we 
thus assume the state dependent routing probabilities to be of the form (4.1). 

Without mentioning otherwise the function H(-) and values {Xj} will always be 
determined as per (3.14), that is by 

H(n) = fl(A,)ni 

tssl 

Further, for convenience we recall here that similarly to (4.2) and (4.3) the local 
routing equations (3.5) under the assumption (4.1) reduce to: 

Vj(™) ]C S Pulpit) + VA™) X) PjiBig(ï) 
p^qiiCp icCq 

£ E yi(™)paBP<i(ë+e«) + 2Z yi(™)pijB<i<i(t) 
p^q UCp iiCq 

Finally, in these examples only the routing feature will be addressed so as to 
satisfy (4.3) and thus (3.3), as the major point of interest of this study, that is 
blocking, is hereby taken into account. The service can be thought of as of any 
form. For an elegant exposé of the possibilities of this general service form we 
refer to [46]. 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 
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5.1 Weak Reversible Routing 

The class of examples in this section typically applies to: 

• Communication networks in which packets or tokens are sent through finite 
subnetworks by some returning carrier or bus as in token-ring mechanisms 
or by "dual bus" systems like DQDB. 

• Manufacturing systems with finite clusters of werkstations that are inter-
connected by single entry/departure nodes such as to control each cluster 
decentralized. 

• Computer networks with parallel processors sharing a common restricted 
resource, such as a memory module or store and forward buffer. 

Model As an extension of reversibility now suppose for any cluster with a finite 
constraint Up < oo for no more than Up jobs, any cluster q^ p, and station jeCq 

that the total routing probability from station j to cluster p is equal to the total 
reversed routing probability from cluster p to station j . In formula: 

(5.3) Xj ]T Pji = X) ^iP*i (*or a ^ 3 and p: Up < oo) 
icCp iiCp 

Further, for each cluster p assume that the total number of jobs cannot exceed 
this upper limit Up or be less than some lower limit Lp < Up. More precisely, a 
job which attempts to enter cluster p while tp jobs are already present is blocked 
with probability aP(tP), in which case it is returned to its node where it came from 
to receive a new service. Similarly, a job which attempts to leave cluster p while 
tp jobs, that job included, are present at cluster p is blocked with a probability 
dp(tp), in which case it also has to undergo a new service at the node it came 
from. Here, it is assumed that 

' ap(tp) > 0 for tp < Up 

dp(tp) > 0 for tp > Lp 

ap(Up) = 0 

l dp(Lp) = 0 

Note here that servicing at nodes always continues. 

(5.4) 
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Parametr iza t ion and Result Under (4.1) this model is parametrized by 

' *„(*) = aq(tq)dp(tp) («w all q ± p) 
(5.5) \ 

. Bpp{ï) = 1 (for all p) 

Using the "weak reversibility" condition (5.3), the regularity conditions (5.4) and 

(5-6) S={n\Lp<tp<Up ,p=l,. . . ,P}, 

the local routing equations (5.1) are now verified substituting 

(5-7) ^ ' = 5^TI)A-

Relation (4.3) and thus the product form expression (3.4) is then easily checked 
with 

,,s) *->-{n<*r}{s£ïfe} <•*) 

Remark 5.1.1 (Li terature [46]) At the time of submission of this paper, in-
dependently, a rather closely related characterization was obtained in [46]. More 
precisely, in this reference the network of nodes is partitioned in nodes (see (14)-
(16) of [46]) that are strict reversible in the classical sense of 

(5.9) Xjpji = XiPij, 

and for end of these nodes,;' a so-called "routing balance partition" of disjoint clus
ters B\,...,Bm where for each cluster the "weak reversibility", in this reference 
called "partial balance", condition (4.2) is satisfied, i.e. for each B = Bi,..., Bm. 

(5.10) (ZA^-A^/Uo 
VfceB / 

In this setting, which significantly extends the Standard reversible case where 
(5.9) is required allover, a product form result is concluded provided the state 
dependent routing probabilities, involving blocking, are so called symmetrie, (see 
theorem 5.1 and definition 4.3 of [46]). New examples with state-dependent ac-
ceptance sets or finite stations were hereby concluded. 

However, in order to conclude a product form result when a limited capacity 
constraint is imposed on a cluster of nodes, the more restrictive assumption is 
imposed (see example 5.5 of [46]: maximum capacity on sets of nodes) of the 
network being partitioned (see example 3.7) in disjoint clusters C\,..., CK where 
for any q = \,...,K it is required (called "local reversible") that 

(5.11) XjPjk = hPkj (for all jeCq,k /i Cq) 

This same condition is also required in [18] and [19]. 
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Remark 5.r..2 (Other l i terature) Beyond the comparison with reference [46] as 
per remark 5.1.1, application 5.1.1 does not seem to be available in the literature. 
More precisely, it extends the more Standard product form results for networks 
with blocking as mentioned in the introduction, in that the routing is allowed 
to be non-reversible within clusters and "weakly reversible" between clusters. It 
essentially differs from [31] and [36] in that a blocked departure of a cluster leads 
to a repetition only at the last visited service station rather than a recirculation 
throughout the entire cluster. Further, both references basicaJly restrict to one 
cluster with a Poissonian input. The results from [35] and [48], which will be 
discussed in detail in section 5.3.3, exclude blocking between clusters. 

Remark 5.1.3 (Service continuation). In contrast with section 5.2.1 below, 
note that here servicing and routing within clusters is continued normally regard-
less of the probability with which jobs can actually leave the cluster. Only cluster 
departures are blocked or delayed. 

Example 5.1.1 (One station per cluster visit) 

A most simple example is the pure reversible case in which (5.1.6) holds for all 
i,j. For example, consider a structure of two interconnected clusters of parallel 
processors. When entering cluster p,& job is assigned processor jeCp with prob
ability bj. When completing service at a processor a job will route to the other 
cluster provided this is possible as according to (5.5). 

jfc] 
- * 

Essentially, per visit at a cluster a job only uses one processor. The reve. >ility 
condition (5.9), in fact (5.11), and thus expression (5.8) now applies wit 

(5.12) Xj = bj 

With ap(t) = 1 for t < Up and dp(t) = 1 for t > Lp(p = 1 , 2 ) , this example can 
also be seen as a state space truncation of a reversible queueing network and as 
such be concluded from [33] or [42]. As per remark above, for arbitrary scalings 
ap(-) i ad dp(-) of the form (5.4), it also follows from [46]. 
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Example 5.1.2 (One input/output station per cluster) 

Suppose that each cluster has one particular station at which jobs enter and 
leave the cluster and assume that the clusters are interconnected in a reversible 
marmer. That is, with R^ the routing probability from cluster p to q assume 
that for some {71, • • •, 7P}: 

(5.13) Ipüpq — 7/qKqp 

Then with j * and i* denoting these special input/output stations of clusters q 
and p we necessarily have 

(5.14) 
A,. 

_ 7_9 _ ^ 9 __ Pj*i* 
fp Rqv Pi'j* ' 

by which (5.10) is readily verified. 

This special station for instance can represent a memory module that is to be 
updated upon entrance and departure. Or, this station can represent the com-
munication channel of a token ring system. 

Clearly, the above example directly extends to more entry/departure nodes. For 
example, it also applies to the following structure somewhat related to the DQDB 
(dual queue distributed bus) protocol: 

* ' * ' 1 

Note that in both examples 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 the local reversibility condition (5.11) 
applies so that these examples could also have been concluded from [46]. 
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Example 5.1.3 

An example which satisfies (5.10) but not (5.11) is the foliowing. The total flow 
out of cluster 2 equals the total flow into cluster 2 but not per station. 

Clearly, A, as according to (5.1) is given by 

(5.15) A, = l (i = l , . . . , 4 ) 

so that the weak reversibility condition (5.10) applies for station j = 1 and cluster 
q = 2. Assuming that only cluster 2 has a finite capacity constraint U2 < oo, 
while Ui = oo,Li = L2 = 0, all necessary weak reversibility conditions (5.10) are 
satisfied so that (5.8) applies. 

This simple example can strictly not be concluded from literature directly. 
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5.2 Reversible Cluster Routing 

This section will relax the weak reversibility condition (5.10) per individual sta
tion j to merely the reversibility condition (5.13) for the routing from one cluster 
to another. A most simple but rather general application is that of a two-cluster 
interconnected network with typical examples like (see section 5.2.1): 

• Interconnected metropolitan area's (MAN's) (cf. [43]) 

• Two interconnected assembly lines (cf [15], [62]) 

But is also applies for example to (see section 5.2.2): 

• Computer network architectures with a group of processors connected, pos-
sibly with randomization, to groups of memory modules, disk drives and 
drums. 

In contrast with examples 5.1.1 and 5.1.2, a single input/output station per cluster 
or a single station visit per cluster visit, is not required. Instead, the price for this 
relaxation is some form of global or randomized delay of an entire cluster when 
departures from that cluster will be blocked. For illustration we will consider two 
separate examples. 

Generally, we assume that upon entering a cluster p a job is assigned station jeCp 

with fixed probability bj and that the routing of a job to another cluster q only 
depends on the cluster p and not the station ieCp that it came from. Hence 

(5.16) po = { 
giRpgbj (ieCp,jeCq, q^p) 

k Pij ihJtCp) 

where gi is the probability that a job having completed service at station ieCp 

requests to leave that cluster p. Essentially, routing from one cluster to an
other is thus independent of the source and destination node within these clus
ters. Further, the cluster routing itself is assumed to be reversible, i.e. for some 

{7i.---.7p}: 

(5.17) 7„i2p, = 7,i2,p 

In fact, in this case the solution {Ai, . . . , AJV} is determined by 

(5.18) Aj = 1VTJ (jeCp) 

where for any cluster p, the values T, for jeCp are uniquely determined by 

(5.19) TJ = bj + 53 TiVü 0'eCp) 
ieC0 
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5.3 Non-reversïble Cluster Routing 

In this section, reversibility conditions not only within but also between clusters 
will be totally left. In turn, the blocking protocol will become more conservative 
(sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2) or require special entry buffering (section 5.3.3). 

Though somewhat special, such protocols may be practical in certain applications, 
most notably: 

• In computer or manufacturing situations where one saturated part functions 
as a bottle neck for the whole system (see section 5.3.1). 

• Similarly, to avoid that more than one cluster can become saturated at the 
same time (also section 5.3.1). 

• In manufacturing systems in which workload is aimed to be balanced over 
specific clusters (just-in-time principle) (see section 5.3.2) 

• In computer, communication or manufacturing with paralle' ^cessors, 
channels or workstations to which jobs are assigned via a central entry 
station (see section 5.3.3). 

In particular, these protocols become more practical when combination or nesting 
of the given examples are allowed as in section 5.4. 

Examples 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 are new as cluster extensions of examples in [28]. Exam
ple 5.3.3 is adopted from [48] but included to illustrate that the different setting 
of [35] and [48] is covered. 

5.3.1 Conservative blocking 

P12. 

r13 

As an extension of example 4.9.6, consider an arbitrary network with P clusters 
and arbitrary routing probabilities p,j. 

Cluster Cp pas a capacity limitation of Np jobs, p = 1 , . . . , P. As soon and long 
as one of the clusters is saturated, i.e. cluster p when sp = Np servicing at all 
stations at any other cluster is to be stopped. For example, in the figure below 
not only cluster 4 but also clusters 2 and 3 are to be stopped when tx = N\. 
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Remark 5.3.1 

Note that this protocol prevents more than one cluster to become saturated at 
the same time. This can be of practical interest from a reliability point of view so 

as to avoid deadlocks or catastrophes or to guarantee a certain system efficiency. 
One could thus call it a conservative protocol. 

The set of admissible states is given by 

S = {n\sp <Np,p = 1 , . . . ,P and sp + sq<Np + Nq for all p ^ q) 

and the corresponding parametrization becomes 

( Bpq(ï) = hu<Nc for all cfip} 

-^pp(*) = 1{te<N e for all c*p} 

With this parametrization, the local routing equations (5.2) become: for jeCp 

and t admissible so that tp < Np: 

yj(m) J[ l{t,<Ar,} = 

(5.36) ' # P 

H ht,^,} I I 1{U<N.} Y, viWpa+Tl !{«,<iv,} Yl yi(™)pij 
9#P *#9,P « C , q£p icCp 

As a consequence, when tq < Nq for all q ^ p these equations reduce to the 
standard traffic equations: 

(5.37) yj(rh) = ^2yi{fh)Pij 

with solution yi(fh) = A; for all i. 

When one cluster is saturated, say cluster v: 

for jeCv : (5.36) also reduces to (5.37) 
for jeCp with pj^v: both the left and right hand side of (5.36) are 0. 

The standard solution yj(fh) = Xj for all j and m with m + ejcS thus applies 
which yields the product form expression (5.1). 
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5.3.2 Cyclic cluster routing; minimal workloads 

Now assume the routing from one cluster to another to be cyclic, as illustrated 
below for p = 3. Each cluster, however, always requires some minimal number 
of jobs (workload) to be present in total, say at least Mp jobs at cluster p. (This 
is typical in western production control such as due to safety stocks or for MRP 
purposes). 

In order to achieve this, the servicing of all stations at a cluster with minimal 
workload tp = Mp is stopped, while servicing of other clusters is not affected. 

With the corresponding parametrization 

, S={n\tp>Mp,p=l,...,P} 

(5.38) l Bp,p+1(t) = l{tp>Mp} (P<P) 

Bp,i(t) = l{tP<MP} 

the local traffic equations restricted to S become for jeCp: 

(5.39) yj(fh)l{tp>Mp} = J2 yf(m)l{ft+e,£S}P,ï + J 2 yi(™)l{tP>MP}PH 
uc(p-i) UCP 

where (p — 1) can be read as P for p = 1. However, as m + ejtS we have m + e,-e£ 
for any tcC(p_i) if and only if: tp > Mp. Consequently, for tp > Mp, (5.39) reduces 
to (5.37) again, while for tp = Mp all terms involved are equal to 0. As above, 
the product form expression (5.1) is hereby concluded. 

Remark 5.3.2 (Workload balancing) By also imposing capacity upper limits Np 

for all clusters p and employing the conservative stopping protocol of example 
5.3.1, we can thus control the workload at cluster p between limits Mp <tp < Np 

and retain the product form (5.1). In particular, the workload at successive 
clusters can so be balanced within certain margins (loadbalancing). 
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5.3.3 One entry and departure s tat ion (cf [48]) 

Though the framework in [48] and its multi-class extension in [35] is somewhat 
different from the set-up herein, below it will be illustrated that it also fits in the 
framework of this paper. Essentially, the biocking comes down to that of section 
5.1.2 within local subnetworks, while biocking is not involved between subnet-
works. To highlight the transformation, the presentation is slightly different from 
that in section 4 of [48]. 

Consider a network of Z disjoint so-called subnetworks where each subnetwork, 
say the z-th, has a number of mz parallel processors, called branches, labeled 

( z , l ) , . . . , ( z , m z ) , one entry node ez labeled (z,e) and one departure node dz, 
labeled (z,d), 

- © • • • © -

(z,e) (z,v) (z,d) 

Jobs route from one subnetwork q to another subnetwork z according to routing 
probabilities aqz. Consider a fixed subnetwork z. Let nzv denote the number of 
jobs at the v-th branch (processor) and nz = nz + . . . + nzmi. Then upon service 
completion at the entry node a job is routed to the u-th branch with probability: 

(5.40) Pzvhzv(nzv)hz(nz) 

where 0zv are arbitrary probabilities and hzv(-) and h(-) arbitrary nonnegative 
functions. In contrast with [48], we do not require these probabilities to sum up 
to one which imposes linearity conditions upon the functions h (see theorem 3 of 
[48]). Strict biocking is thus allowed in which case the job has to undergo a new 
service at the entry node. 

Let (71, . . • ,7z) be a solution, unique up to normalization of 

(5.41) lz = *52lq<*qz (z = l,...,Z) 

We now reformulate the above network in the terminology of section 4 as follows. 
For each z-th subnetwork consider each processor v = 1 , . . . , mz, the entry node 
and departure node as a separate cluster where for clarity we identify the cor-
responding two-dimensional labelling (z, 1 ) , . . . , (z, mz), (z, e), (z, d) with the one 
dimensional numbering j for separate stations. Then 

Bze,zv(t) = hzv(tzv)hz(tzi + . . . . + tzm,) 
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and -B.,.(-) = 1 otherwise, parametrizes the branching and blocking described 
above. The local routing equations (3.5) now become for z = 1,...,Z and v = 
1 , . . . ,mz: 

y(z,v\fh) = y(z,e\fh)BzetZV(t) 

y(z,e\fh) =^2y(q,d\fh)agz 

y(z,d\fh) = ]£y(2,u |m). 
V 

With nzv = mm{k\hzv(k) = 0} and Nz = mm{k\hz(k) = 0}, and 

S = {njrv < N^,v — l,...,mp;npl + . . . + npmp <Np,n = M} 

these local equations restricted to S, the reversibility condition (3.7) and thus 
also the product form result(3.4) are easily verified by choosing H(fi) = 0 for 
n /LS and 

H(n) = 

H{yzf
n"+n^+n'] f i h*(k -1) 

n W - f l M i - 1 ) (n€5). 

Remark 4.3 Extensions such as to a common entry node for various subnetwork 
as in [48] and to multiclass and hierarchical subnetworks structuring as in [35] 
can also be transformed in a similar manner. 

Remark 4.4 At first glance one may be amazed about the fact that no routing 
condition at all, such as reversibility, is required to route from one subnetwork to 
another. However, the implicit condition to this end is that blocking is allowed 
only within subnetworks. There, the special entry parallel processor-departure 
structure is essentially a reversible one as in section 5.1.2. 

(5.42) 

(5.43) 
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5.4 Nested Structure 

Combinations of the various preceding examples are also possible. In particu-
lar, hierarchical or nested blocking structures are obtained. This section merely 
aims to illustrate this by a few of such examples to give some insight of the 
nonexhaustive extensions in this direction. 

Just as capacity constraints on groups of stations are natural also additional 
capacity constraints on groups of clusters appear natural in various computer 
networks, communication structures or manufacturing systerns. Nested or hier
archical blocking structures then arise. 

All examples below exhibit the product form (3.3) with H(-) as per (5.1) and 
appear to be new in the literature. 

The technical details of verification are just combinations of earlier verifications 
and therefore left to the reader. Further, as illustrated also by the figures in all 
examples the routing from one cluster to another is assumed to be independent 
of the source and destination node within these clusters, i.e. to be of the form 
(5.16). 

(i) As a combination of 5.1.3 and 5.3.1, consider the structure 

w 1 
V 

w 1 
V 

4 

w 1 
V l 1 

w 1 

2 V l 1 
w • 

2 V l . 1 

^ I 

•1 

2 V l 

^ I 

•1 

V l 

^ I 

•1 

V 

3 

^ I 

•1 

V 

with finite capacity constraints 

tP<Np ( p = 1,2,3,4) 

t2 + h +14 < U2 I 
• "As long as one cluster is saturated servicing at all other clusters 

is to be stopped" 

while as in 5.1.3: 

e "When t2 + <3 + t4 = U2 only departures from cluster 1 are 
blocked, while serving continues within all clusters, in particular 
also cluster 1. Jobs blocked to depart cluster 1 remain at the 
station at which they completed service". 
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(ii) As a combination of 5.2.1 and 5.3.1 consider the structure 

with the capacity constraints: 

' h+t2< Ux 

- h + t4<u2 

k tp < Np (p = l , . . . , 5 ) 

and under the following blocking protocol 

• When cluster 5 is saturated serving at any station of all other 
clusters 1 , . . . , 4 is stopped. 

• When ti = Ni or t2 = N2 or tt + t2 = U2 servicing at any 
station of cluster 5 is delayed by a factor (1 — /?). (A fraction ft 
of capacity vanishes). Further, servicing is stopped also at 

cluster 2 when 11 = Ni 
cluster 1 when t2 = N2 

Servicing at the other clusters in particular 3 and 4 is thus not 
interrupted. 

• When t3 = JV3 or tA = N+ or <3 + *4 = U4 similar protocol 
conditions are needed with delay factor (1 — /?) replaced by /?. 
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(iii) As a combination of 5.2.1 and 5.3.1 again now consider the structure 

S~\ 

0 / u-
^gsHsg-H dl 

1 2 

( i - / ? ) \ n 
with capacity constraints: 

' tp<Np ( p = l , . . . , 5 ) 

h +t2<U! 

. h + U + 1 s < U2 

and under the foUowing blocking protocol. 

• When any of the clusters 1,2 or 3 is saturated servicing at all 
other clusters is stopped. 

• When <Ï + t2 = Ui servicing at all clusters 3, 4 and 5 is stopped. 

• When f3 + 1 \ + h = U2 servicing at cluster 1 and 2 is stopped. 

• When <4 = N4 or ts = N$ servicing at any station at clusters 1, 2 
and 3 is delayed by a factor (1 — /?) or /3 respectively. Only when 
both t4 = JV4 and t5 = N$ servicing at these clusters is stopped 
completely. 
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6 Stop = Recirculate 

So far, the presentation has been restricted to the "stop" protocol as 

(i) it corresponds to the natural communication protocol 

(ii) it provides a simple tooi to conclude product forms by using the sta
tion flow out = in principle (e.g. see the examples 3.9). 

However, as mentioned earlier (in section 2.3), product form results for Jackson 
networks with departure blockings have been obtained in the literature (cf [31], 
[36]) under the so-called recirculate or lost and triggering protocol. Under this 
protocol, a job which is blocked to depart a Jackson network is instantaneously 
recirculated into that network as a newly arriving job. 

Recently, in [52] it was shown that for single Jackson networks with departure 
blocking the "stop" and "recirculate" protocol have the same steady state distri-
bution provided it is of product form for either of them. In example 4.9.7 this 
was alsö shown for the specific cyclic three cluster example. 

This section will generalize these results to interconnected Jackson clusters in the 
general framework of section 3. As a particular consequence for all preceding 
examples the product form is retained if in the occasion of blocking rather than 
stopping service of a cluster we let service within that cluster continue but jobs 
leaving that cluster recirculate into that cluster. This somewhat amazing and 
counterintuitive result seems to be new. 

6.1 Equi vale nee Result 

Assume that the routing probabilities are of the form (5.2.1) under the recirculate 
protocol. More precisely, let p^, representing routing request probabilities be of 
the form: 
(6.1) p^ = giRpgbj (for ieCp, jeCq,q±p) 

reflecting that routing from one cluster to another is independent of the source 
and destination nodes within these clusters where <?,- is the request probability 
of leaving its cluster after completing service at station i and where 6, is the 
probability of being assigned station j upon entering a cluster, while the direct 
request probability from i to j where t and j are within the same cluster is given 
by arbitrary probabilities Pij,(i,jeCp). However, as in section 4, a routing from 
cluster p to q is accepted only with state dependent probability Bpq{J), in cluster 
configuration t. 
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Stop protocol 

Under the stop protocol, we assume the form (4.1) with 

(6-2) £„(<) = ^i^I^tf ) 

EfFectively, any routing request within cluster p is thus blocked and rejected by 
the total blocking probability that upon departure of that cluster would be met. 

Remark Note that (6.2) has been used in the preceding sections. See for example: 
(5.20), (5.27), (5.35) or (5.38). 

Recirculate Protocol 

Under the recirculate protocol, the actual routing probabilities pij(n) are no 
longer given by (4.1) but now become: 

' PüBP<i(ï) faCpJeCg, q^p) 

(6.3) Pij(n) = 
EP --M*)] X > 
9#P <«C, ) -

(iJtCp) 

where the second possibility reflects the recirculation within the same cluster due 
to blocking. Further as in section 5.2 by substituting (6.1) in the traffic equations: 

(6.4) 
i 

which are assumed to have unique normalized solutions {A1} . . . , A#}, {71 , . . . , jp} 

one easily checks: 

(6.5) 
T3 = bJ + E TiPH (Je°p) 

itCp 

The following general result now generalizes [52] to interconnected clusters 
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Theorem 6.1 (Equivalence result ) Suppose that there exists a function H(-) 
such that: 

and which satisfies the station balance equations (3.3) with p tJ(n) of the form 
(4.1), that is under the stop protocol, then the same function H(') also satisfies 
the station balance equations (3.3) with Pij(n) of the form (6.2), that is under 
the recirculate protocol and vice versa. The same product form expression (3.4) 
thus applies to both protocols, provided it applies to either of them. 

Proof Consider the stop protocol and by virtue of (4.1) and (6.2) first note that 
the effective probability of routing out of station j , where for simplicity we assume 
pa = 0, is given by 

Bpp(t) E va +* E ^ A('~) E hi 
jcCp q itCq 

(6.7) E ^ Ï^PÏC*) E Pa + 9t 

As a consequence, the station balance routing equations (4.2) now become 

H(m + e,) 
(6.8) 

E * P A ( < ) = E E Hi™ + ei)Pi3B0p(s + ei) 

ieCp 
E RpqBpqi^) 

Under the recirculate protocol, that is (6.3) with (6.1) substituted, in contrast, 
the station balance routing equations (4.2) are given by: 

H(fh + ej) = E I E H(m + ei)PaBqp(s + e«) 
(6.9) « # P W , 

+J2H(m + ei)\pij + gi 1 - E Rp,B„{ï)U 1 
ilCp l L q J ) 
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so that it suffices to show that substituting (6.8) in (6.9) verifies (6.9). By doing 
so we are left to verify: 

H{fh + e,-) i-E*«3*(*) 

(6.10) 
= £ H{m + e,) 

UCp 
1-£*PA(*) \Pij + 9ih) 

Substituting H(fh + e,) = H(fh + e^TiJTj and recalling, as per (6.4) and (5.34) 
that, 

(6.11) J2 Ti9i = 1 

UC-

relation (6.10) is verified, recalling (6.5) again by 

(6.12) J2 TiPH + ( X) 9in I bj = Tj 
ieCv iitCp 

R e m a r k 6.2 Note that (6.6) seems natural as the state dependent blocking 
only arises between clusters. For all examples of the preceding sections (6.6) is 
satisfied. 

Corollary 6.1 

For any product form example under the stop protocol as according to (6.2) 
and with source-destination independent cluster routing (6.1), the product form 
is retained if stopping service at a cluster is replaced by continuing service but 
recirculating departing jobs. 

Remark 6.3 Note that most preceding examples satisfy (6.1) and (6.2), so that 
corollary 6.1 applies. Below we give some illustration. 
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6.2 Illustration of Results 

Examples 6.1 

(i) A first illustration has already been given by examples 4.9.6 and 4.9.7 

(ii) Reconsider example 5.2.1 but now assume that service is always con-
tinued while a job leaving cluster 1 is recirculated 

—« 

. /j~i-»n *Tu* - _ jjT_j~"uru. 
f i i •L_r*L_rr c^3 

4 

with probability a2(t2) and for cluster 2 with probability ai(ii). By 
virtue of theorem 6.1, the product form expression (5.25) remains 
valid 

(iii) Reconsider example 5.3.1 under assumption (6.1), but now assume 
that service at clusters is never delayed or stopped, but in contrast, a 
job leaving cluster 3 is recirculated into cluster 3 with probability 

^{ti-iVi} + (1 ~ P)l{t3=N2}-

and a job leaving cluster p = 1,2 is recirculated into that cluster p 
with probability 

The product form of section 5.2.2, that is with H(-) as per (5.1) still 
applies. 

(iv) Reconsider example 5.3.1 but with servicing within all clusters always 
continued. However, a job having a cluster p is recirculated into that 
cluster as soon as one of the other clusters is currently saturated, i.e. 
with probability. 

±{tqzzNq for at kast one g#p} 

The product form (5.1) is still valid. 

R e m a r k 6.4 (Mixed extensions) The proof of theorem 6.1 can also be extended 
to allow mixed situations in which some clusters follow the "stop" and other the 
"recirculate" protocol. One only needs to distinguish these clusters separately in 
the equations (6.8) and (6.9). The details are left to the reader. We give one 
example below. 
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Example 6.2 

Reconsider example 5.3.1 of an arbitrary network of interconnected clusters. As 
soon as one of the clusters is saturated, at any 

. — 4 • 

s • s 

R . R _ , R 

other cluster, of fixed type S or R: 

servicing is stopped if of type S 
departing jobs are recirculated if of type R 

As above, the product form (5.1) is still valid. 

Remark 6.5 (Nested extensions) Similarly, in nested or hierarchical blocking 
structures such as in section 5.5, some levels of blocking may lead to the "stop" 
protocol while others to the "recirculate", without effecting the product form 
under the "stop" protocol allover. The technical details of this claim depend on 
the specific example in order but follow the details of theorem 6.1 at different 
blocking levels. Let us give just one illustration. 

Example 6.3 Reconsider example 5.5 (iii), but under the following blocking 
conditions: 

12L 
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• When cluster 3 is sat .irated all other clusters stop servicing. 

• When cluster 1 or 2 is saturated, cluster p departures at any cluster except 
the saturated one are recirculated into that cluster p. 

• When <3 + t4 + ts = E/2 servicing at both clusters 1 and 2 is continued. 
However, a departure from cluster 2 is recirculated into cluster 1. 

• When ti + 1 2 = Ui servicing at clusters 3, 4 and 5 is continued. However, a 
departure from cluster 4 or 5 is recirculated into cluster 3. 

• When U — N4 or t$ = N& service at all clusters is continued but cluster 
departures at clusters 1, 2 and 3 are recirculated into that cluster with 
probability /? or (1 — /3) respectively. 

Leaving the proof by substitution in the station balance equations for each of 
these situations to the reader, it is claimed that the product form (5.1), as in 
section 5.3, remains valid. 
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7 Extensions 

7.1 Open Systems. 

Similar results can be derived for open networks. To this end, one can either 
use Standard limiting arguments or one can include an extra station to represent 
the exterior of the network. The main difference will arise in relations (3.1) -
(3.3) in which an extra term at either side is to be included. By introducing 
corresponding local solutions yo(m) in (3.5) the results in the remainder can then 
be used directly. For example, the open analog of example 4.1 is an open tandem 
line of finite Jackson networks. 

7.2 Multi-job Classes. 

Clearly, wheri multiple jobclasses are allowed while jobs of one class route inde-
pendently from other jobclasses, the above results directly transfer per jobclass. 
However, in practical situations with multiple jobclasses, interferences of differ
ent jobclasses is most common. In order to extend the present results to such 
situations, (e.g. similarly to [4, 5, 6,17, 25, 28, 33, 35, 36]), a more refined notion 
of station-class balance is to be applied. Similar results can then be derived in 
analogy with the job-local-balance analysis in [28]. 

7.3 Non-exponential Servicing. 

It is well known that product form expressions, as based upon station or lo
cal balance notions in the exponential case, remain valid without exponentiality 
assumptions provided "locally balanced", such as so-called "symmetrie" service 
disciplines, are in order (e.g. {4, 5, 6,16,17, 28, 32, 35, 39]). Based upon the sta
tion balance property (3.3), this latter statement applies just as well in the present 
setting. For example, with each station behaving as an infinite server queue and 
the capacity limitations taken into account, the product form expression (3.4) 
can be shown to be insensitive for service distributional forms. More precisely, in 
the pure infinite server case it will apply with G(n) = [ni!n2! • • • n/v'] -1-
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8 Evaluation 

Product form results for queueing networks with finite stations are known to be 
rather limited. Roughly speaking, only the case of a reversible routing from one 
station to another, such as of closed two-station networks, will be included. 

In computer networking, telecommunications or manufacturing applications, how
ever, capacity constraints on groups of stations (clusters) rather than individual 
stations may appear more realistic. 

This paper has shown that for networks, with limited clusters, product form 
results are much wider applicable than for the restricted reversible case. Most 
notably, examples are concluded for networks with arbitrary non-reversible clus
ters and a reversible, weak-reversible or non-reversible routing between clusters, 
provided the blocking protocol in order is of special form. 

Very roughly speaking the protocol needs to have conservative characteristics so 
as to avoid accumulation of saturations. Though such protocols are not always 
common, they may appear practical for designing a reliable system, for avoiding 
deadlocks or for balancing workloads. Moreover, the product form results provide 
one a reference framework which might be applicable to give quick numerical 
approximations or simple bounds for realistic non-product form situations. 

The product form examples can be concluded by using local solutions of state 
dependent local traffic equations and a basic principle of stations balance. In 
particular, this principle can often be used at a non-mathematical level based on 
simple physical insights so as to conclude whether a system can have a product 
form or not and of what form. 

To highlight the essential insights the presentation is restricted to closed net
works with a single jobclass. However, extensions to open networks and multiple 
jobclasses are possible along the same lines. Further examples, of which must 
be many, are left to the reader and most notably solicited to practitioners to be 
found by using the simple intuitive balance principles. 
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